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Introduction 

Ineffective communication between the pipeline control room and field operations is a 
routine source of safety issues for pipeline operators. Additionally, a lack of integration 
can create compliance issues with the PHMSA Control Room Management Rule (49 CFR 
192.631 for natural gas transport and CFR 195.446 for liquid transport), resulting in 
undesired fines.

Historically, issues between the field and control room have been caused by silos around 
their domains of expertise, leading to changes not being properly communicated. These 
silos create risk due to inaction or field personnel not properly coordinating with the 
control room — at times performing actions that conflict with instructions from the 
control room.

It’s time for pipeline operators to integrate the control room and field operations, enabling 
them to drive toward positive safety outcomes and ensure Natural Compliance with 
regulations.

Thanks to advances in technology, pipeline operators can utilize modern software tools 
to support tasks such as managing callouts, work orders, and MOCs. Operators can 
also better utilize their pipeline SCADA system, optimize HMI displays in the control 
room, communicate the scope of points being verified in the field during point-to-point 
verification, and automate certain routine tasks.

When the control room and field operations are tightly integrated working as a cohesive 
unit, pipeline operators will be best positioned to operate safely, efficiently, and in 
compliance, while supporting business objectives.
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Enhance the Connection Between Field 
and Control Room
A concern in pipeline control room operations is properly documenting verbal 
communications in the controller logs, as well as assuring that open issues are property 
handed off during shift handover.

Not only does this present challenges with communication and recordkeeping, but it can lead 
to non-compliance with the Change Management section of the CRM Rule. Specifically, the field 
is required to notify the control room of upcoming changes that could impact control room 
operations. This is true in the coordination, planning, and implementation of changes.

In these situations, field technician callouts for alarm investigation and critical trouble tickets can 
be particularly troublesome since field employees may have difficulty reaching the control room 
due to spotty cell coverage and other “normal” issues.

Controllers end up playing telephone tag trying to connect with field personnel, which can be 
frustrating and disruptive to the controller’s focus. Conversely, field personnel may be repeatedly 
calling the on-duty controller to verify what action they should take in the field or to report 
their findings, but the controller may be engaged in a higher priority issue. When multiple 
calls are needed on a ticket, the controller often ends up spending more time documenting 
communications than addressing the actual issue.

This concern could be eliminated through the use of software tools that are designed to 
support pipeline operations by integrating the control room console and controller logs with 
the work orders being processed by the technicians in the field. Not only are high priority issues 
streamlined, but routine tasks such as point-to-point verifications are also supported through the 
use of the right tools for the work to be done.

The result is that controller focus is improved through reduced interruptions from phone 
calls. Controllers spend less time documenting communications with field technicians, plus shift 
handoff reports are simplified.

In fact, one of the key reasons why the CRM Rule was initiated was to help controllers achieve 
situational awareness. The idea was to introduce a set of requirements that enhance 
operations reliability and pipeline safety.

The use of proper tools that optimize the connection between the control room and 
field operations can support this objective for the control room by reducing controller 
distractions and supporting documentation improvements.

• Controllers will experience a reduction in the time spent on documentation.
• The control room will realize improvements in the quality of their documentation.
• The operator will be positioned to streamline controller shift handoffs.

Operators can check a lot of PHMSA boxes with a single process improvement!

https://asgmt.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/107.pdf
https://asgmt.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/107.pdf
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The tech in the field also experiences increased efficiency. In a typical setting, work 
activations need to be recorded on work orders in either paper or electronic form. However, 
through the use of proper tools, the field tech has the ability to complete their work and directly 
notify the controller in the software system. This action will satisfy the CRM Rule, which says that 
field personnel must notify controllers when entering or leaving SCADA-controlled facilities.

From a managerial perspective, the field operations manager and the control room manager 
gain deeper visibility into the work that was performed. They are both able to look at the same 
data source as they evaluate the performance of their respective groups.

Taking these steps creates efficiencies and minimizes safety risks. 
Additionally, the process of optimizing the connection between the 
control room and field helps operators comply with regulations 
because documentation comes into compliance naturally, as part 
of the normal workflow. This can help address common CRM 
regulatory challenges that operators experience.guidance on 
implementing an alarm management program.

Another Consideration: Compliance with 
PHMSA Regulations

Historically, poor communication has created regulatory issues for pipeline operators. 
Over the past two years, operators have been cited for several violations of the CRM Rule 
due to improper communication – or what PHMSA describes as “connections” – between 
the control room and field operations.

One finding, in particular, resulted in a hefty proposed penalty of $58,400. This captures 
that non-compliance is costly. Consider the following examples from 2020 and 2021 CRM 
Rule findings.

2020 PHMSA Enforcement Actions example: An operator received a Warning Letter that 
included a violation of Section F (Change Management). The cited reason was that “field 
personnel failed to contact the control room when making field changes that affect control 
room operations.”

2020 PHMSA Enforcement Actions example: An operator received a   Proposed 
Compliance Order that included a violation of Section F. The cited reason was “field 
personnel failed to coordinate with control room personnel prior to initiating field changes 
that could affect control room operations.”
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2021 PHMSA Enforcement Actions example: An operator received a Warning Letter that 
included a violation of Section F.

The cited reason was the operator “failed to assure that changes that could affect 
control room operations were coordinated with control room personnel by establishing 
communications between control room representatives, operator’s management, 
and associated field personnel when planning and implementing physical changes to 
pipeline equipment.”

2021 PHMSA Enforcement Actions example: An operator received a Notice of 
Amendment that included a violation of Section A (General Requirements).

The cited reason was the operator “failed to have and follow written control room 
management procedures to adequately assure that changes that could affect control 
room operations were coordinated with control room personnel by requiring its field 
personnel to contact the control room when emergency conditions existed and when 
making field changes that affect control room operations.”

2021 PHMSA Enforcement Actions example: As mentioned above, an operator received 
a Proposed Civil Penalty of $58,400 for a violation of Section C (Adequate Information), 
which requires an operator to provide its controllers with information, tools, processes, 
and procedures necessary to carry out their roles and responsibilities.

The cited reason for the violation was the operator “failed to conduct point-to-point 
verification between SCADA displays and related field equipment when field equipment 
was added or moved and when other changes that affect pipeline safety were made to 
field equipment or SCADA displays.”

A total of three instances were identified. In their letter to the operator, PHMSA noted 
that the operator could not provide records providing verification that point-to-point was 
conducted for point(s) that impact safety when the system was originally validated to the 
SCADA system.

Fortunately, the wasted effort, the recurrence of false alarms, the exposure to safety risks, 
and the potential for regulatory non-compliance can be addressed through the use of 
effective communication tools that are designed for pipeline operations.

What do these examples have in common? Lack of coordination. 
Lack of communication. Lack of contact between the field, 
control room, and SCADA teams.
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Solution to Integrate the Control Room 
and Field Operations
Many operators are stuck because they use general communication tools that don’t get 
the job done. “It’s just the way it’s always been” or “it would be too difficult to change” 
are not good reasons to continue to allow silos exist between the control room and field 
operations.

Another trap is bringing in tools that are “safe” because they are well known, but they 
don’t really meet the needs of the company and don’t lead to user buy-in. For example, 
some tools are too complex for the given task or are not tailored to the specific needs of 
pipeline operators.

Instead of going with known commodities, operators need to identify tools that check 
these boxes:

The tools we recommend are the Muddy Boots field operations platform and the CRMgr 
software module in the POEMS® Control Room Management Suite. These integrated 
tools support safety, help operators achieve efficiencies, and ensure alignment with 
PHMSA requirements to comply with the CRM Rule.

Tools can support compliance, make communications easier, make documentation 
easier, and make the review easier from one shift to the next. Operators can solve 
communication challenges through the use of software tools designed specifically for 
pipeline operations.

• Streamlined communication to help break down silos.
• Increased levels of situational awareness in the control room.
• Reduction in wasted time and effort that distracts from the work to be done.
• Comprehensive safety support during all operating conditions.
• Thorough documentation and recordkeeping to support CRM compliance.

https://gascertification.com/muddy-boots/
https://www.enersyscorp.com/software/crm-suite/
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For the control room: controllers 
can use CRMgr to easily create alarm 
investigation requests and work orders 
or initiate MOCs directly from their 
console for delivery to the appropriate 
field technician.

For the field: field techs can use Muddy 
Boots on their phone or tablet to see all 

work that needs to be done, view notes for each task, respond to the control room when the 
work to be done is completed, and provide final updates regarding the resolution of the task. 

Plus, Muddy Boots works with intermittent Internet access so that field techs are not 
dependent on trying to find a strong Internet connection while out in the field.

The validations and exchanges in the workflow are recorded in real-time directly in the 
software as control room and field personnel perform tasks.

In addition to streamlining tasks, the 
software integration provides control 
room managers and field supervisors 
with valuable information. Managers 
and supervisors can follow up on tasks, 
ensure that both sides have a clear 
understanding of what is happening in 
the field and what is being presented 
to controllers in the control room, and 
view the final resolution.

No more telephone tag. No more 
misunderstandings about alarms 
or the work to be done. Consider 
the added benefits of utilizing these 
software tools that are designed for pipeline operations:

• Operators achieve Natural Compliance. The work is initiated through CRMgr, the work is 
tracked through Muddy Boots, and compliance records are automatically generated.

• Managers can view AOCs, Callouts, and Operating Notices from one dashboard to support 
decision-making and oversight.

• Operators can achieve line of sight into all areas, which increases visibility and enables 
operators to hold personnel accountable for following up on tasks.

• Callouts are timestamped and added directly to an operator’s log for record-keeping purposes 
that can be easily retrieved during the audit.
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• The control room is kept in the loop for the 
entirety of the work to be done, helping 
controllers maintain situational awareness 
during each investigation.

• All data is searchable and saved so that 
records can be retrieved at a later time.

• Point-to-point verification is simplified. 
Field technicians and SCADA teams can 
perform a point checkout as required for 
CRM Rule compliance.

Now is the time to break down silos and 
integrate the control room with field 
operations to support safety, efficiency, 
and compliance. This objective can 
be achieved when operators use modern pipeline software tools for modern pipeline 
operations.

Schedule a Consultation About the 
POEMS® CRMgr + Muddy Boots 

Integration

Contact EnerSys CEO Russel Treat
rtreat@enersyscorp.com
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